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THE Moon's Tabular Place.-The tota l number of 
observations made of the moon during the year 

ending May 10, 1915, is 107 with the tra nsit-circle and 
98 with the altazimuth, viz. :-64 in the meridian and 
34 extra-meridian. Taking both instruments, observa
tions of the moon have been obtained on 127 days 
during the year. 

The mean error in right ascension of the moon's 
tabular place for 1914 is -o·876s. from meridian ob
servations and -o·933s. from extra-meridian observa
tions of the moon's limb, a nd -0·915s. from meridian 
observations of the· crater Mi:isting A. The transit 
circle gives - o·899s. Attention is directed to the great 
increase in recent years of the mean tabular error 
of the moon's longitude. From 1883, when New
comb's Empirical Correction was introduced into the 
"Nautical Almanac," the values (all reduced to the 
same equinox) are-

1883 -0·03 1899 
r884 -0·16 1900 2·69 
!885 -0·09 1901 2·77 
1886 -o·II 1902 3·15 
x887 +o·21 i903 3·o8 
1888 +o·76 1904 3·16 
1889 -0·38 1905 5•29 
1890 -0·27 1906 5·91 
18g1 +0·72 1907 5·96 
1892 +0·79 1908 5•97 
I8g3 -o-o6 1909 6·41 
18g4 -1·20 1910 7·85 
I895 -1·47 191I S·34 
1896 -I·6S 1912 9"79 
1897 -2·7i 1913 - II·93 
1S98 -3·03 1914 - J3·0 

Cookson Floating Zenith-Telescope.-During the 
year 23S photographs have been taken, 231 for latitude 
groups and 7 for scale determination. From the com
mencement of the observations, 19II, September 7, 
609 latitude plates (excluding rejected plates) have 
been obtained, of which 553 have been measured in the 
direct, and 549 in the reversed position. In addition, 
24 plates taken for scale have been measured and one 
plate rejected. 

The results obtained since the commencement of the 
seven years' series o( observations until the end of 
1914 have been discussed, and the results communi
cated to the Royal Astronomical Society. The value of 
the aberration constant obtained is 20·467'' ±o·oo6". 
The observations also furnish a determination of the 
la titude variation, although not designed p'rimarily for 
this purpose. The latitude variation derived in this 
way shows a satisfactory agreement with the results 
of the International Latitude Service, and it is hoped 
that a comparison of the two series of results when 
the Cookson results have been brought to a conclusion 
will throw some light upon the origin of the z term 
in the latitude variation. 

The 2S-in. Refractor.-Observations of double stars 
have been made from a working catalogue containing 
all known double stars showing appreciable relative 
motion, which are within the range of declination of 
the instrument. A number of other stars are included 
for various reasons, particularly some of those dis
covered by Hussey and Aitken under separation. 
Since October 16 M. Jonckheere. the dtrector .of the 
Lille Observa tory, has also ha d the use of the inst_ru
ment in connection with the catalogue he is 
of double stars of less than 5'1 separation discovered 

I From the report of the Royal, Sir F. W. pyson. F.R.S .. to 
the Board of of the Ro,·al Observatorv, Greenwich. Read at the 
Annual Visitation of the Royal Observatory , on] une 5· 
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since 1905, the da te of Burnham's General Catalogue, 
a nd has carried out many re-measures and verification 
of positions. 

Thompson Equatorial.-The work with this instru
ment has been concentrated on stellar parallax and 
photographic photometry. The photographs have all 
been taken with the 26-in. refractor. 

The programme of stars the parallaxes of which are 
being determined contains a ll those between declina
tion+640 and the north pole which are known to have 
a proper motion of more than 20" a century. Each 
star is photographed at times of opposite parallactic 
displacement in right ascension on the sa me plate. 
It is found that six such plates give a good determina
tion. For three of the plates the first exposure is 
given when the star transits soon after sunset and the 
second exposure when it transits a little before sunrise, 
and for the other three the morning exposures are 
made. first. Generally, the series of exposures will be 
extended over two or possibly three years, so as to 
avoid anything systematic in observational or instru
mental conditions. 

During the year ended May 10, a first exposure has 
been given to 238 plates and a re-exposure to 294. In 
the same period 234 plates have been measured and 
39 in duplicate. Experience seems to show that dupli
cate measurement is unnecessary, it being understood 
that each plate contains six images of each star, three 
at each epoch, and that in the first measurement the 
plates iJ.re reversed and every image measured twice. 
the parallaxes of 40 stars have been determined, with 
an average probable error of ±o·oo9", and the results 
will be communicated to the Royal Astronomical 
Society. 

The determinations of photographic magnitudes 
with the 26-in. refractor have been made by comparing 
certain' fields wit.h the polar standards determined by 
Prof. Pickering. Generally, exposures of 6 minutes 
have been made on Ilford "Monarch " plates, and the 
limiting magnitude reached is about 14·om. on the 
Harvard scale. During the year 88 photographs of 
this kind have been taken of the " selected areas " of 
Prof. Kapteyn. 

Six-inch Astrographic Triplet.-,The catalogue of 
photographic magnitude of stars down to the 9th 
magnitude between dec. +75° and +65° has been 
completed and published. It contains 5514 stars the 
magnitudes of which are determined with an average 
prob::tble error of ±o·o6m. The large field of this lens 
makes it very suitable for the determination of the 
photographic magnitudes of the brighter stars·, and it 
is hoped to carry on this work in other declinations 
as opportunity offers. 

Astrographic Equatorial.-The observing has con
sisted mainly of chart plates for the Oxford zone dec. 
+25° to +31°. Two exposures of 30 minutes each 
are given to each field, Wellington "Xtreme" plates 
being used on account of their speed. 

The printing of vol. iii. of the Astrographic Cata
logue was finished in August. This volume contains 
the right ascensions and declinations, as well as the 
photographic magnitudes, of 16,780 stars from declina
tion + 64° to the north pole deduced from the m easure
ments of the astrographic pla tes. 

A thorough examination of these stars for the deter
mination of proper motion is being carried out, and 
in addition to the catalogues mentioned comparisons 
are being made with the observations of La lande, 
Argelander, and others. Proper motions have been 
determined for the stars of Carrington's C atalogue 
(dec. S1° to the pole), of the Kasan Cata logue (dec. 
75° to So0), and of the Dorpat Catalogue (dec. 70° 
to 75°) as far a s 1Sh. In a number of cases large 
proper motions have been verified by comparison of 
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plates taken at an interval of from 15 ·to 20 years. 
The largest proper motion found by this examination 
is r·o" annually belonging to B. D. 77°, 361, a star of 
9·2m. visual and ro·9m. photographic magnitude. 

Heliographic Observattons.-In the year ended May 
Io, photographs of the sun were obtained on 239 days. 

The mean daily spotted area of the sun was I40 
millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere during I914, 
as against 8 in 19I3, 37 in I912, and 64 in 191I, thus 
showing the usual rapid rise from minimum. 

Magne1ic ObservatLons.-The mean values of the 
magnetic elements for 1914 and three previous years 
are as follows :-

Year 

I9Il 
1912 
1913 

I914 

w. 
. ' 
IS 33'0 
IS 24•3 
IS I$·2 

IS 6·3 

Horizontal 
force in 

C. G.S. units 
Dip 

o· 18549 2 66 S2 "6 (3-in. needles) 
0·18548 2 66 51 46 " 
0·18534 2 66 so 27 " " 

8 8 r 66 49 27 , , 
O·I $I l66 $1 13 (dip inductor) 

The new magnetograph house appears to. be. l(er
fectly satisfactory. The arrangements for mamtammg 
constancy of temperature have so far worke_d. well, 
the indication of a set of maximum and m1mmum 
thermometers showing differences of only a small 
fraction of a degree Fahrenheit during periods of 
several weeks between successive visits of the observer 
to the chamber for the purpose of making scale deter
minations. 

Meteorological Observations.-The mean tempera
ture for the year I9I4 was so·8°, or I·3° above the 
average of the 70 years r841-I910. For the 12 months 
ended April 30, 1915, the mean temperature was so·2°. 
During the I2 months ended April 30, I9I5, the 
highest temperature in the shade (recorded on the 
open stand in the enclosure of the pavilion) 
was 92·I 0 on July r. On 2I days the highest tempera
ture in the shade equalled or exceeded 8o0

• The 
lowest temperature of the air recorded during the same 
period was 22·3° on January 23. There were 36 days 
during the winter on which the temperature fell as 
low as 32·0°. 

The mean daily horizontal movement of the air in 
the year ended April 30 was 288 miles, which is 4 miles 
above the av·erage of the previous 47 years. The 
greatest recorded daily movement was 791 miles on 
December 4, and the least 75 miles on April II. The 
greatest recorded pressure to the square foot was 
26·3 lbs. on December 28, and the greatest velocity in 
an hour 55 miles on the same day. During the year 
I914, Osler's anemometer showed an excess of 11 revo
lutions of the vane in the positive direction N., E., S., 
W., excluding the turnings which are evidently acci
dental. 

The number of hours of bright sunshine recorded 
during the I2 months ended April 30, by the Campbell
Stokes instrument, was 1573 out of a possible 4457 
hours, giving a mean proportion of 0·353, constant 
sunshine being represented by I. This is above the 
average amount, principally on account of a fine June 
and a fine September. 

The rainfall for the year ended April 30 was 24-73 
inches, being o·6r inch greater than the average for 
the period I84I-I905. The number of rainy days 
(o·005 inch or over) was I7I. September with 0·73 inch 
was the driest month and December with 6·o2 inches 
the wettest; it was, in fact, the wettest December in 
the Greenwich series, and. the three winter months, 
with 12·86 inches, the wettest winter in 100 years. 

Clocks and Time Service.-The da ily time signals 
2 The values given in last year's report have · been increased bv 2oy, 

arising from a redetermination of the moment of inertia of the deflecting 
magnet. 
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from the Eiffel tower have been regularly observed by 
Mr. Lewis and Mr. Bowyer. The mean of the times 
as observed by Mr. Lewis is +o·o26s. late on Green
wich time from 209 observations , and by . Mr. Bowyer 
+ o·o43s. late from 280 observations. The difference 
of a quarter of a second between the Eiffel Tower 
signal and the time as determined by the transit circle 
which existed two years ago appears to have been the 
personal equation of the standard observer as com
pared with the new 'impersonal micrometer. 

The ae<:uracy of the time-balls at the Admiralty 
signal stations and of the vVestminster clock is shown 
by the following table of the errors of the return
signals received at Greenwich. 

Apparent Error of Return Port· Devon- West-
Signal s. mouth land port minster 

Not greater than 0·2 271 251 293 21 
Betwe en 0·2 ando·5 13 12 14 28 

" o·s , 1·o 0 4 65 
Greater than I·o 0 0 0 74 

The Westminster clock was on two occasions only 
found to be more than 3·os. in error. 

RADIO-THERAPY: ITS SCIENTIFIC BASIS 
AND ITS TEACHINV.l 

T HE recent discovery that X-rays and -y rays can 
be detracted into spectra by the natural grating 

contained in the orderly structure of .crystals, sets at 
rest the question as to the nature of these radiations. 
They are of the same nature as light-waves, but of 
very much higher frequency-from 1o,ooo to wo,ooo 
times as high. 

The certitude of the of these three of 
radiation leads to issues of much importance to 
medical science. For medicine had for many years 
been invoking the aid of the mysterious X and -y rays 
without in the least knowing what these agents were. 
It now turns out that they are physically identical 
with light. This fact secure, medical science is made 
heir to the discoveries of photo-electric science. I 
sha ll briefly restate the leading facts of this science 

On the living cell -y or X-rays produce remarkable 
effects. The study of these effects in plants dates 
back several years. Schobert, Errera, Molisch, 
Guilleminot, and others have contributed to it. 2 The 
rays may retard cell division, .and more especially 
affect the germinating embryo. They may kill such 
cells. They may also in very feeble doses promote 
cell division. Gaskell has specially studied the effects 
of X-rays on the embryonic cells of the chick. 3 He 
found that up to a certain amount of exposure the 
embryo may make complete recovery from the in
jurious effects of the rays, but that there is a critical 
dosage beyond which recovery does not occur and 
development stops. The effects of ultra-violet light in 
setting up mitosis in certain cells of the eye are beau
fully shown in experiments by E. K. Martin (Proc. 
Roy. Soc., B85, July, 1912, p. 319). C ertain ultra
violet rays-the Schumann rays-are said to be always 
very destructive in their action on living protoplasm, 
giving rise to cytolysis and death in the cases of 
spirog yra, amceba, and other unicellular organisms, 
in less than one minute. These wave-lengths, which 
are about half the length of visible rays in the violet, 
are rapidly absorbed even in air. It has been sug-

1 B;tsed on a paper read to the members of the Dublin Clinical Club on 
March i6, by Prof. ] . Joly, F.R.S. Reprinted with abbreviations and some 
revision frOm the Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, vol. 

xxxyii. " . . 
2 Le Rad1um, vu., 19Io, p. 247· 
3 Gaskell. Proc. Roy. Soc., Ser. B, vo1. h:xxiii. , February, rgn, p. 305. 
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